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Medical liability reform has maintained a tenacious hold on the national policy agenda. During the first several years of the 21st century, a malpractice insurance “crisis” prompted vociferous demands by organized medicine and liability insurers for tort reforms to curb litigation costs. Many observers anticipated that once the insurance market calmed, so too would calls for reform. Instead, a new force for change emerged — health care reform.

Leading up to the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act in March 2010, federal liability reforms were contemplated as a means of garnering support for the legislation among congressional Republicans and medical professional organizations. Although no liability-reform provisions survived in the final bill, Congress made clear the need for more experimentation. The final legislation authorized $50 million for states and health care systems to test new approaches to the resolution of medical-injury disputes. This authorization supplemented the $23 million that the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) awarded in 2010 for projects to advance new approaches to medical-injury compensation and patient safety.

As policymakers’ attention has shifted from winning passage of the health reform bill to determining how to implement and pay for it, medical liability reform has remained a focus because of its perceived potential to help “bend the health care cost curve.” Liability risks and costs are often cited as drivers of higher health care spending, poorer access to care, and lower quality of care. Long-standing criticisms of the tort system’s performance — for example, that it compensates only a small proportion of negligently injured patients while generating unacceptably high overhead costs — and skepticism that it has helped improve patient safety add fuel to the fire.

These developments make it timely to review what is known about the effectiveness of various strategies for liability reform and the implications for the future direction of reform. Historically, liability reform has largely been aimed at reducing insurance costs for health care providers. It has taken place almost entirely at the state level and has drawn repeatedly on the same set of legislative modifications to tort law. Today, reform is taking place outside of state legislatures through federal sponsorship of voluntary policy experiments led by hospital systems, liability insurers, and state agencies. The experiments target both liability cost control and patient-safety improvement. This transition is a welcome change in light of a mounting body of evidence demonstrating the limitations of traditional approaches to reform.

MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MEDICAL LIABILITY REFORMS

Assessing the effectiveness of liability reforms first requires identification of relevant evaluation metrics. Though not an exhaustive list, the metrics presented in Table 1 can be assessed with the use of available data.

Discussions about malpractice reform often start with physicians’ and insurers’ complaints about the system, which include the high cost of malpractice insurance coverage, the number of nonmeritorious suits, the size and unpredictability of jury awards, and the inefficiency of litigation as a mechanism for resolving disputes. Each of these complaints finds an empirical basis in studies of malpractice claims and in the volatility seen in malpractice premiums over the past 10 years. Yet patients and attorneys also reasonably object that the current tort system is hard for many injured patients to access, takes an unreasonable amount of time and expense to deliver compensation, and often results in different litigation outcomes for patients with similar injuries. The best estimates are that only 2 to 3% of patients injured by negligence file claims, only about half of claimants recover money, and litigation is resolved discordantly.
with the merit of the claim (i.e., money is awarded in nonmeritorious cases or no money is awarded in meritorious cases) about a quarter of the time.\textsuperscript{11,12} Thus, from the perspectives of these stakeholders, evaluations of system reforms should consider the frequency with which claims are brought, the amounts that plaintiffs receive, the amounts that are lost to overhead expenses in the litigation process, and the ways in which these factors translate into insurance premiums.

These liability-focused measures have long been at the center of tort-reform evaluations. Less studied, but now receiving greater attention, are measures of how the liability system affects clinical care.\textsuperscript{14} Today, the pressing need to improve quality and efficiency in health care mandates that any liability reform also be evaluated on the basis of clinically relevant metrics. Care-related metrics include those that assess how the liability system affects the cost, quality, and availability of health care (Table 1). The tort system can affect clinical care either by design or because of unintended consequences. A key purpose of the liability system is to encourage health care providers to deliver care at a socially optimal level of safety. A well-functioning liability system thus should encourage institutions to adopt safer systems and should spur individual providers to use greater care in practice. These investments, in turn, should result in fewer adverse events and higher-quality care. An oppressive liability environment, on the other hand, can have the unintended effect of “overdeterrence” — causing unwanted provider practices aimed primarily at avoiding liability.\textsuperscript{7,15}

These practices include defensive medicine, in which providers avoid high-risk patients or services or order extra tests, referrals, and services primarily to reduce their liability risk. A liability reform may perform very differently across liability-related and care-related criteria, and improvements in some measures may come

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Problems in the Current System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liability measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims frequency</td>
<td>The number of malpractice claims filed</td>
<td>Physicians and insurers perceive claims frequency as excessive, yet only 2 to 3% of patients who are injured by negligence file claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indemnity costs</td>
<td>Settlement and verdict amounts among paid claims</td>
<td>Awards in some cases are very high. Awards are highly variable across similar cases. Although total claims costs are high, most injured patients receive no compensation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead costs</td>
<td>Administrative expenses associated with pursuing and defending litigation and running liability-insurance companies</td>
<td>System overhead costs consume an estimated 55% of each malpractice premium dollar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malpractice insurance costs</td>
<td>The premiums paid by health care providers for malpractice insurance coverage</td>
<td>Premiums vary broadly by specialty and geographic region, and they can exceed $250,000 per year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care-related measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive medicine</td>
<td>Ordering of tests, referrals, and other services primarily, though not solely, to reduce liability risk; or avoidance of high-risk services or patients</td>
<td>Although defensive medicine accounts for only a small proportion of total health care spending, the amount is large in absolute terms (&gt; $45 billion annually).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician supply</td>
<td>The availability of physician services in a state</td>
<td>High insurance costs and liability risk may create social inefficiencies if they cause competent physicians to stop practicing medicine, reduce their scope of practice, or avoid high-risk locations or patient groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of care</td>
<td>The quality of care that patients receive, as indicated by patient outcomes or other measures</td>
<td>Defensive practices or loss of trust in the physician–patient relationship due to liability pressure may lead to a lower quality of care. Evidence suggests that the current system does not provide a strong incentive to avoid negligent care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
at the expense of others. For example, caps on damages may be successful in lowering premiums and reducing defensive practices, but they may also weaken the incentive to practice safely, resulting in decreased quality of care. Assessments of the efficacy of reforms thus need to consider the entire picture to properly calculate the overall value of reforms for all stakeholders.

### The Evidence on Traditional Tort Reforms

In step with legislative attention to medical liability reform, there has been a surge in interest among academic researchers in evaluating how well traditional tort-reform laws have worked. The number of well-designed studies has tripled or quadrupled over the past several years. As a result, the body of reliable evidence on which to base policy decisions has grown dramatically. We recently performed a comprehensive review of relevant studies published through 2009 in medical, economics, and law journals, as well as reports issued by government agencies and philanthropic foundations.\(^\text{14,16}\) The review examined studies of eight of the most widely adopted state tort reforms, which are presented and defined in Table 2.

Our review yielded two main conclusions. First, evaluations of traditional tort reforms have remained heavily focused on metrics related to liability costs, with most care-related measures receiving relatively short shrift. Second, the evidence reveals that, with few exceptions, traditional tort reforms have not proved to provide many improvements in these liability metrics (Table 3).

Caps on noneconomic damages, which limit the amounts that juries may award for pain and suffering, constitute the main exception to the above rule. Studies have nearly uniformly found that caps are an effective means of reducing the size of indemnity payments.\(^\text{17-26}\) Studies of their effects on premiums have returned mixed findings, but a reasonable conclusion based on methodologically strong studies using recent data is that caps modestly constrain the growth of insurance premiums over time.\(^\text{18,23,24,26-31}\) Evidence concerning the effect of caps on claims frequency is too equivocal to permit a firm conclusion\(^\text{17,25,26,33}\) and only one study has examined their effect on overhead costs.\(^\text{32}\)

Statutes of limitation and repose, which restrict the amount of time that plaintiffs have to file a lawsuit, have been associated with lower premiums,\(^\text{18,26,28,30}\) but the mechanism of effect is unclear, because they are not significantly associated with lower frequency of claims, indemnity costs, or overhead expenses. Studies of pretrial screening panels, certificate-of-merit (COM) requirements, limits on attorneys’ fees, joint-and-several liability (JSL) reform, collateral-source rule reform, and periodic payment generally have not identified significant effects on claims frequency, indemnity costs, or insurance premiums.\(^\text{14}\) The evidence base for the findings can generally be characterized as moderate to high, considering the quantity and quality of available studies and the consistency of results across studies. The evidence concerning overhead costs is more limited. There is some evidence that screening panels, COM requirements, and fee limits result in increased overhead costs — the first two because they interject an additional layer of procedural requirements into the litigation process and the last possibly because it leads plaintiff’s attorneys to take on more complex cases — but this evidence is not conclusive.

For all eight traditional reforms, the evidence on care-related metrics is fairly sparse overall. However, the effects of caps on damages, JSL reform, and collateral-source rule reform on defensive medicine have been well studied. Caps are associated with lower rates of defensive medicine, whereas all studies of collateral-source rule reform have found no effect, and findings concerning JSL reform have been mixed.\(^\text{34,35,47,49,50}\) Little or no evidence is available concerning the effects of the other five reforms on defensive medicine.

There is some evidence that caps on damages modestly increase the supply of physicians in a state, although study findings have been mixed.\(^\text{14,29,38-41}\) There is moderately strong evidence that limits on attorneys’ fees,\(^\text{41,42}\) JSL reform,\(^\text{41,42}\) collateral-source rule reform,\(^\text{41,51,52}\) and periodic payment\(^\text{41,42}\) do not significantly affect physician supply. Little is known about the effects of the other three reforms on physician supply.

Notably, none of these eight reforms have been extensively studied for their effect on the quality of care. A handful of studies have examined limited patient outcomes as proxy measures, and all but one have found no significant association.\(^\text{34-36,42}\) Overall, evidence demonstrating that traditional reforms improve clinical care is lacking.
Table 2. Traditional Medical Liability Reforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reform</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caps on damages</td>
<td>Limitations are placed on the monetary compensation that can be awarded in a malpractice trial for noneconomic losses (“pain and suffering”), economic losses, or both. A cap may apply to the plaintiff, limiting the amount that the plaintiff may receive, or to a defendant, limiting the total amount that the defendant may be required to pay.</td>
<td>Caps are intended to reduce the number of very large awards and the high degree of variation (including perceived arbitrariness) in “pain and suffering” awards, improving insurers’ ability to predict their liability and set insurance prices accurately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrial screening panels</td>
<td>Expert panels review malpractice cases at an early stage and provide opinions about whether claims have sufficient merit to proceed. Typically, a negative opinion does not bar a case from going forward, but to proceed, a plaintiff may be required to post a bond, and the negative opinion will be admissible evidence at the trial.</td>
<td>This reform seeks to reduce the number of nonmeritorious claims that get filed or move forward. It also aims to reduce the time and money expended in resolving claims of questionable merit by encouraging plaintiffs to abandon such claims or agree to a modest settlement. In addition, for claims that go to trial, panel decisions can provide juries with a neutral source of expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate-of-merit (COM) requirements</td>
<td>The plaintiff must present, at the time of filing a malpractice claim or soon thereafter, an affidavit certifying that a qualified medical expert believes that there is reasonable and meritorious cause for the suit.</td>
<td>COM requirements are intended to reduce the number of nonmeritorious claims that get filed or move forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on attorneys’ fees</td>
<td>Limitations are placed on the amount that a plaintiff’s attorney may take as a contingency fee. A limitation is typically expressed as a percentage of the award, but it may also incorporate a maximum dollar value.</td>
<td>Fee limits are intended to discourage plaintiff’s attorneys from accepting cases, particularly cases involving small damages and claims of marginal or no merit, by diminishing the attorney’s expected return on investment in a case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint-and-several liability (JSL) reform</td>
<td>In malpractice trials involving multiple defendants, JSL reform limits the financial liability of each defendant to the percentage of fault that the jury allocates to that defendant. Without this statutory reform, a plaintiff may collect the entire judgment from one defendant, regardless of that defendant’s extent of fault in the case.</td>
<td>JSL reform aims to eliminate any unfair disadvantage that defendants with “deep pockets” may have in multiple-defendant cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral-source rule reform</td>
<td>This reform eliminates a traditional rule that even if an injured plaintiff has received compensation from other sources (e.g., health insurance), the amount of that compensation should not be deducted from the amount that a defendant is found liable must pay.</td>
<td>Collateral-source rule reform seeks to lower the amount of damages that defendants pay and to eliminate the perceived unfairness associated with “double compensation” for plaintiffs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic payment</td>
<td>This reform allows or requires insurers to pay malpractice awards over a long period of time rather than in a lump sum. Insurers are also able to retain any amount that is not collected during a plaintiff’s lifetime.</td>
<td>With periodic payment, insurers can spread their expenses over time, allowing them to better predict their year-to-year liability costs and purchase annuities that lower their total costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutes of limitations and repose</td>
<td>These statutes limit the amount of time that a patient has to file a malpractice claim after being injured or discovering an injury.</td>
<td>Statutes of limitation and repose seek to reduce the difficulties of litigating claims when the evidence has grown stale and memories have started to fade. By shortening the long “tail” associated with malpractice claims, they also aim to help insurers better predict their liability costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CURRENT FOCUS ON PATIENT SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY OF CARE

Legislative activity to enact traditional tort reforms has faded over the past few years, probably because of a combination of factors. The emergence of more and higher-quality evidence that most traditional reforms have not been successful in achieving their liability-related objectives has made it more difficult to advocate for such reforms. In 2008, when Democrats, who tend to oppose tort reforms, assumed control of health committees in Congress and in many states, the prospects for passage of traditional reforms diminished. The 2010 turnover in the House of Representatives stimulated interest...
Table 3. Summary of Evidence on the Effects of Traditional Medical Liability Reforms.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reform</th>
<th>Liability Measures</th>
<th>Care-Related Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caps on damages</td>
<td>Substantial savings in average indemnity costs (M)17-26; some mixed findings, but on balance, modest constraint on growth of malpractice premiums (M)18,23,24,26-31; possible increase in defense costs (L)32; mixed findings concerning effect on claims frequency (M)17,25,26,33</td>
<td>Reduction in at least some defensive practices (H)34-37; some mixed findings, but overall modest improvement in physician supply (M)29,38-41; evidence on quality of care too limited to draw conclusions36-37,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrial screening panels</td>
<td>No effect on indemnity costs, claims frequency (H),19,20,22,25,26,43-45 or malpractice insurance premiums (M)26,30,44; panels have their own administrative costs (L), but effect on total overhead costs not studied</td>
<td>May reduce some defensive practices (L)36; effects on physician supply not studied; evidence on quality of care too limited to draw conclusions36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate-of-merit requirements</td>
<td>Impose new administrative costs (L),46 but effect on total overhead costs not studied; effects on indemnity costs, claims frequency, and malpractice premiums not studied</td>
<td>Effects on defensive medicine and physician supply not studied; evidence on quality of care too limited to draw conclusions42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on attorneys’ fees</td>
<td>No significant effect on claims frequency,25,26 indemnity costs,18,20,22,25,26 or malpractice insurance premiums (H)18,26,30,31; minimal increase in overhead costs (L)32</td>
<td>No significant effect on physician supply (M)41,42; very limited evidence that there is no effect on defensive practices (L)37; effect on quality of care not studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint-and-several liability reform</td>
<td>No significant effect on indemnity costs (H),17,18,24,25 liability insurance premiums (M),18,24,27,28,31,46 or overhead costs (L)32; effect on claims frequency equivocal (L)17,25</td>
<td>Equivocal findings on defensive practices (M)34,35,47,49,50; no significant effect on physician supply (M)41,42; evidence on quality of care too limited to draw conclusions34,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral-source rule reform</td>
<td>No significant effect on claims frequency (M),17,20,23,26 indemnity costs (H),17,19,20,22,25,48 or liability insurance premiums (M)18,26,30,31</td>
<td>No significant effect on defensive medicine (H),34,35,47,49,50; physician supply (M)41,51,52 or quality of care (M)34,36,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic payment</td>
<td>No significant effect on indemnity costs (M),17,19,22,25,26; evidence on claims frequency17,19,25 and malpractice insurance premiums16,26 limited and equivocal (L); effect on overhead costs not studied</td>
<td>No significant effect on physician supply (M)36,41,42; evidence on defensive medicine47 and quality of care53 too limited to draw conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutes of limitations and repose</td>
<td>No significant effect on indemnity payments (M)18,19,22,25,26; equivocal evidence on claims frequency (M)19,20,25,26; some mixed findings, but on balance, modest constraint on the growth of malpractice insurance premiums (M)18,26,28,30; evidence on overhead costs too limited to draw conclusions52</td>
<td>Evidence on defensive medicine,46 physician supply,57 and quality of care58 too limited to draw conclusions (L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The strength of evidence for each effect is provided parenthetically as follows: low (L), moderate (M), or high (H).
some federal legislation, reflect this new orientation. The AHRQ’s demonstration-project program involves some strict conditions: projects must be completed and evaluated within 3 years, must be feasible on a maximum budget of $3 million, and must address both liability-system improvement and improvements in patient safety and physician–patient communication. Also, because of the short time frame for submitting applications, as a practical matter, proposals could not require any change in the law or other official action in order to be implemented.

The additional $50 million authorized for demonstration projects in the health reform bill formally carries this last restriction: any demonstrations funded through that mechanism must not curtail a patient’s existing legal remedies, cannot conflict with existing state law, and must give patients the ability to opt out of the demonstration at any time. Although these funds have not yet been appropriated, the AHRQ issued requests for applications for a second round of demonstration projects and planning grants in November 2010. For these applications, no restrictions are imposed concerning reforms that require government action in order to be implemented.

The AHRQ funded seven demonstration projects in the first round. Four of these projects, in Illinois, New York, Texas, and Washington State, are testing expansions of the disclosure-and-offer approach championed by the University of Michigan Health System (UMHS). In the UMHS model, a liability insurer and its insured institutions proactively disclose unanticipated adverse outcomes to patients, conduct an expedited investigation, provide a full explanation, offer an apology, make a rapid offer of compensation in appropriate cases, and pursue clinical-process improvements to prevent recurrence of the event.

The Texas demonstration project is implementing the UMHS model systemwide at six university hospitals, using an obstetrical-event response team and adding an innovative component in which patients and families are formally involved in elucidating the root causes of adverse events. The Illinois and New York projects seek to export the disclosure-and-offer approach, which has so far been implemented only in closed, or self-insured, systems, to other kinds of hospitals and systems. The Washington State project is exploring whether a group of insurers can effectively pursue the approach in cases involving multiple defendants, and it is also implementing training in disclosure and care-team communication in hospitals statewide.

The New York demonstration project combines disclosure-and-offer programs in five New York City hospitals with a judicial-branch reform. Malpractice claims that involve any of these five hospitals and that reach the litigation stage will be assigned to a small group of judges who have been specially trained in malpractice-claim adjudication and who will be assisted by a full-time court attorney trained in nursing. One judge will handle each case from start to finish; ordinarily, a case may pass among several judges over its life cycle. The judge will promote settlement of cases by requiring the parties to meet with the judge and court attorney earlier and more frequently than usual to discuss the case’s strengths and weaknesses. Each of the parties must send someone to the meeting who is fully familiar with the case and has the authority to agree to a settlement. The conferences take place in a private room rather than in open court, and they are substantially longer and explore the issues in the case in greater depth than usual. As for patient safety, the New York project is implementing both disclosure training and targeted clinical interventions in the hope of improving the hospitals’ culture of safety.

The other three demonstration projects, which have sites in Massachusetts, Minnesota, Florida, Maryland, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Alabama, make adverse-event prevention their primary focus. They aim to improve the liability environment by improving providers’ communication with patients regarding clinical care plans, thereby potentially averting injuries and claims. The Missouri and Minnesota projects seek to increase the use by several hospitals of a package of evidence-based practices for reducing injuries in the perinatal period and to improve communication among members of the care team. The Missouri project, which uses in situ simulations aimed at improving team performance, will also implement a rapid-response protocol for adverse events, including an effort to resolve incidents through better communication with patients and families. The Massachusetts project will redesign care processes in the ambulatory care setting and improve physician–patient communication during the provision of care and after adverse events.
In addition to the demonstration projects, the AHRQ has funded 13 year-long planning grants. Several of these grants focus on implementing clinical interventions to prevent or monitor adverse events. Others focus on improving communication by developing shared decision-making tools, developing a policy for disclosure, or examining barriers to broader adoption of disclosure-and-offer programs. One especially interesting project is an Oregon initiative to identify clinical practice guidelines that could serve as the basis for legal “safe harbors” for physicians who are sued in connection with care that adhered to the guidelines. This idea was the subject of limited experimentation in several states during the early 1990s, but those demonstration projects were not designed to facilitate a meaningful evaluation. Another ambitious initiative is an effort by a health care system collaborative in Washington State to designate certain types of unanticipated outcomes of care as “avoidable classes of events” and to persuade liability insurers to voluntarily offer compensation for such injuries without investigating whether the care met the legal standard of negligence and without requiring the patient to sue.

The AHRQ demonstration projects will not test the full range of reform proposals that have generated discussion in recent years. For example, none pursue a no-fault approach to compensation, in which an administrative agency or “health court,” rather than a judicial court, evaluates claims without reference to whether negligence occurred. Experience with such administrative models in other countries suggests that they may be more acceptable to physicians, compensate a larger percentage of injured patients, generate lower overhead costs, and provide more grounds to compensate a larger percentage of injured patients, generate lower overhead costs, and provide more compensation for such injuries without investigating whether the care met the legal standard of negligence and without requiring the patient to sue.

The AHRQ demonstration projects will not test the full range of reform proposals that have generated discussion in recent years. For example, none pursue a no-fault approach to compensation, in which an administrative agency or “health court,” rather than a judicial court, evaluates claims without reference to whether negligence occurred. Experience with such administrative models in other countries suggests that they may be more acceptable to physicians, compensate a larger percentage of injured patients, generate lower overhead costs, and provide more compensation for such injuries without investigating whether the care met the legal standard of negligence and without requiring the patient to sue.

Another ambitious initiative is an effort by a health care system collaborative in Washington State to designate certain types of unanticipated outcomes of care as “avoidable classes of events” and to persuade liability insurers to voluntarily offer compensation for such injuries without investigating whether the care met the legal standard of negligence and without requiring the patient to sue.

The AHRQ demonstration projects will not test the full range of reform proposals that have generated discussion in recent years. For example, none pursue a no-fault approach to compensation, in which an administrative agency or “health court,” rather than a judicial court, evaluates claims without reference to whether negligence occurred. Experience with such administrative models in other countries suggests that they may be more acceptable to physicians, compensate a larger percentage of injured patients, generate lower overhead costs, and provide more compensation for such injuries without investigating whether the care met the legal standard of negligence and without requiring the patient to sue.

The AHRQ demonstration projects will not test the full range of reform proposals that have generated discussion in recent years. For example, none pursue a no-fault approach to compensation, in which an administrative agency or “health court,” rather than a judicial court, evaluates claims without reference to whether negligence occurred. Experience with such administrative models in other countries suggests that they may be more acceptable to physicians, compensate a larger percentage of injured patients, generate lower overhead costs, and provide more compensation for such injuries without investigating whether the care met the legal standard of negligence and without requiring the patient to sue.

These small-scale demonstration projects, most of which do not use randomized designs, will also be limited in the strength of evidence that they can provide. Nevertheless, the projects could have a meaningful impact if they are carefully conducted and evaluated. Health care institutions and insurers have shown considerable interest in many of the ideas being tested, particularly disclosure-and-offer programs and avoidable classes of events. Yet, they have been reluctant to implement them without additional evidence that these approaches can succeed without increasing liability costs. Positive results from the demonstrations may spur further experimentation and innovation in institutional responses to medical injuries. Voluntary reform by private institutions may ultimately prove more feasible and successful than reliance on state and federal legislatures to enact legal reforms. Even if the results of the demonstrations are discouraging, they may still contribute constructively to conversations about the next steps in liability reform. Ultimately, whether or not voluntary reforms prove successful, public policy initiatives can still play a valuable role by testing broader reforms, including reforms that alter existing legal remedies.

**Conclusions**

Medical liability reform is headed in a new direction, reflecting dissatisfaction with both the narrow focus of traditional approaches to liability cost control and the lack of effectiveness of most traditional reforms in achieving even that limited objective. The launching of the federal demonstration projects may reduce the impetus for federal statutory reform in the immediate future, but it may reap longer-term gains. By spurring both private innovation and nontraditional public-policy reforms, the new approaches to medical-injury response that are now being tested may bring us closer to a liability system that fosters, rather than obstructs, progress toward safe and high-quality health care.
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